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“Descended
from the
finest
warriors
ever
to walk
on Earth.”

THE
THEFALLEN
FALLEN

Angered by God’s severe punishment
of the Watchers who bred with mortal
women, some angels rebelled. They
were defeated, and their leader
Semyaza was bound in wrist-thick
chains and hidden in a secret prison
on Earth known only as Dudael. Rebel
angels not killed during the war were
cast into Hell. However, thirteen rebel
angels escaped and took with them
a section of the chain that bound
Semyaza- cut in their desperate
attempt to free their leader.
Filled with hate, the thirteen bred
with women and animals to create
an army of evil. Every monster
imagined is based on the hate-filled
offspring of those vengeful angels.
Over time the descendants of those
fallen angels looked more and more
human, until they were able to walk
among man unnoticed. Some of their
descendants today are not aware of
the bloodline they carry. But others
stayed faithful to the thirteen demons
of their ancestry and keep alive the
plan to renew the war for Heaven.
These descendants call themselves
The Fallen and have one ultimate
goal- to find the hidden prison Dudael
and free their leader Semyaza to lead
them in a new attack on Heaven.

“We will destroy this world,
and take Heaven.”
THE FALLEN.

THE
THE S.O.N.
S.O.N.

In a time long before recorded history,
warrior angels called Watchers
walked the earth, protecting all God’s
creations. They possessed strength,
speed and abilities far beyond our
mortal limitations. There was one
rule the Watchers were to obey; they
were forbidden the favors of mortal
women. But the beauty of women
was more than some of the Watchers
could resist.

THE S.O.N.
Sacred writings teach that God
commanded one faithful Watcher
(Warrior Angel) to father a child with
a human woman. That child was
Noah. Noah’s sons where then given
the duty of protecting man from
the descendants of The Fallen and
retrieving the chain of Semyaza that
had been forged into 13 Coins.
Noah’s sons branched out in every
direction, passing down the fantastic
abilities of the Watcher in their
bloodline. Descendants of Noah
spread to every corner of the world
assuring every religion, every culture,
every nation has a common thread:
the belief in angels and demonsgood and bad spirits. That belief is
shared by all people, differing only by
the customs and cultures of the tribes
in that region.
Realizing the stronger the bloodline
the more powerful the warrior, some

of the descendants married only those
whose bloodline on both sides went
back to Noah’s sons. They are called
True-bloods, and their fighting abilities
are second only to the Watchers
themselves.
There are people today who are not
aware of their ancestry. They do
not know the blood of a Watcher is
in them. They are not aware of the
Nephilim gene they inherited. They
only know that their physical and
athletic gifts make them legendary
in battle or in sports. The Council
searches for those who have the gene
but are not yet aware. Once made
aware, a person must choose a path.
The Fallen persuade with wealth, sex
and fame. The SON promise only one
thing- the chance to unleash the full
potential of the Watcher within you.

THE 13
13 COINS
COINS
THE

Money is The Root of All Evil
When they saw their rebellion failing,
thirteen desperate angels tried to
rescue their leader, but were beat back
by Watchers who bound their leader
Semyaza in wrist-thick chain. The
demons managed to hack off a section
of the chain and fled to earth clinging to
their sacred souvenir of the war, which
was heavily stained, with the evil blood of
Semyaza.
On Earth, the thirteen demons called
themselves The Fallen and their twisted
descendants became their evil army. God
sent a Watcher to create The Sons Of

Noah (SON) to fight The Fallen and also
to retrieve that piece of chain because
the evil blood that contaminated it, could
infect the world. To hide the chain,
the thirteen demons melted the links
down and formed them into 13 Coins
of Deception. Those coins have caused
most of the horrid transgressions man
has committed. Murders, massacres,
genocide, world-wars were the result
of men touching the coins and being
influenced by the persuasions of the
thirteen.

HISTORY
HISTORY OF
OF THE
THE
COINS
COINS

Angelic prophecy has warned the
SON that the only way Semyaza can
be freed is for a First-born of Trueblood parents to touch the coins. The
location of Dudael -the prison holding
Semyaza- will be instantly revealed to
the First-born who touches the coins.
And that First-born will tip the balance
of power for Heaven in the Fallen’s favor.
For that reason all First-borns are put to
death at birth.

SAMUEL
SAMUEL
GOODWIN
GOODWIN
(45yrs old) The illegitimate child of a
True-blood, Samuel was raised by his
father and stepmother (also a Trueblood). Samuel’s real mother couldn’t
handle the life of The SON. She was
only human. Samuel loved her, but
stayed away from her else The Fallen
might use her against him.
Samuel’s father was hard on him. That
is the life of one born into The SON.
Weapons are held from birth so the

hands and arms are strong. Samuel’s
stepmother was just as hard on him as
his father. They sparred mercilessly.
She broke his ribs, left arm and right
cheekbone. Each time she took him to a
healer, kissed his forehead and told him
how well he had done. Samuel knew
not to expect an apology. She taught
him how to fight through pain. She was
a good True-blood parent. He loved her
for it.
Samuel would have had an older sisterif The SON allowed First-borns to live.
Samuel often saw his stepmother linger
over girl’s baby clothes at stores. The
pain in her heart broke his.
Samuel’s half-brother was the reason
Samuel became a legend among The
SON. Samuel’s half-brother was a
true-blood. His strength, speed and

“WHAT IF I COULD
EXPLAIN TO YOU
THE ORIGIN
OF EVERY EVIL,
EVERY LEGEND,
EVERY HORROR
MAN HAS EVER
KNOWN...
WOULD YOU
WANT TO KNOW?”
SAMUEL GOODWIN

athleticism were exceptional. Samuel
had to work twice as hard just to be half
as good. Samuel became one of the
best battle strategists among The SON,
and the youngest ever to be made team
leader. Perhaps too young. Samuel
witnessed atrocities by The Fallen and
became obsessed with one goal: destroy
The Fallen. To Samuel, there is no right
or wrong when it comes to defeating
The Fallen. There is only success or
death.
Samuel committed the same error his
father had made and fell in love with
a normal human. Got her pregnant.
The child was taken from its mother
and raised by Samuel and The SON
to protect its mother. The child, a
girl- LiYun, grew to become one of his
best fighters and source of pride- as is
his adopted daughter Helena. Samuel
raised them both as he was raisedhard. He loved them too much to do
anything else.
Samuel kills The Fallen every chance he
gets. He shows no mercy. The Fallen
fear him, but The SON will fear him more
when he reveals his dangerous plan to
draw the coins from hiding- and risk
Heaven and Earth.

JOHN
JOHN
POZNER
POZNER

A child of the American Foster Home
system, John never knew his parents.
When he was old enough to understand,
John was told his parents were killed in a
car accident, and since no relatives came
forth to claim him, John became a ward
of the state. He bounced from foster
home to foster home, never living in the
same home for more than two years.
John’s athleticism was evident at a very
young age. Walking at 5 months, running
at 10 months, he was simply amazing.
At 7 yrs old, John was better at baseball
and soccer than most teenagers. By
the time John was 10, people already
had him pegged as the next basketball
phenomenon. As a 13 yr-old freshman,
he averaged 45 points per game. That’s
when the trouble started. Nightmares.
Horrible, twisted nightmares. Every night.
Every time John closed his eyes, the
nightmares returned. It seemed as
if his own mind hated him. The only
way John could sleep was to get high
until he passed out. Drug use led to
dumb actions with bad friends who got
him involved in a liquor store robbery.
The storeowner was killed. John was
arrested with drugs in his pocket. In
prison, the only thing he had was the odd
shaped necklace a nurse once told him
was taken from the car his mother had
been killed in. John wore the necklace
every day. It calmed him. Got him
through prison.
Thanks to an inmate who happened to
be into kung fu, meditating and all that
other bullshit, John learned to focus his
thoughts, push the nightmares aside,
calm his heart, and sleep. Two years
in prison ended his dream of playing
professional basketball, but saved his life.
When John got out, he found two things:
a job at Henry’s slaughterhouse, and
a woman who loved him- Brandi. The
slaughterhouse was perfect for John. It
was hard work with heavy lifting that
kept his mind and body focused. At the
slaughterhouse, John discovered his
natural affinity for knives.
Brandi was everything John wanted.
Everything he needed. She strengthened
him. Gave him purpose. For just over a
year, Brandi and John shared life, love,

I DON’T KNOW IF I’M
GOING CRAZY & CAN’T
SLEEP OR IF I CAN’T SLEEP
SO I’M GOING CRAZY.
JOHN POZNER
and an apartment. But just as things
were going well, the nightmares returned
with a vengeance. Brandi helped John
through it. Kept him away from alcohol
and drugs. John started playing pickup basketball at the park again. The
park bleachers would fill just to watch
him. Young men would come to test
his game. John dunked on all of them.
The competition on the basketball court
allowed him to release fierce, freakish
athleticism that only calmed at Brandi’s
touch when it was time to go home.
John noticed the tall man in the long
coat who sometimes came to the court
to watch him play. John didn’t know the
guy. Figured he was a fan of basketball.
Samuel didn’t give a shit about
basketball, but he cared a lot for John.
Samuel knew a secret John would soon
learn. There is one first-born true-blood
alive on Earth. John. If the Fallen ever
found out about John, they’d unleash Hell
to get him.

35, but looks younger. Says exactly what’s on
her mind. When you’ve killed as many of The
Fallen as Gwen has, you tend to have a zero
tolerance for bullshit. Gwen has been fighting
for so long, she had become cold-hearted,
with a soul as hard as her motorcycle helmet.
But that’s the life Gwen accepted when she
and her brother joined The SON.
Gwen and her brother David were “made
aware” (told of their Nephilim heritage) in
their early teens by a coach at the private
military school Gwen and David attended. He
explained why their mother put them up for
adoption when they were babies. David was
3yrs old, Gwen 1: their parent’s strike team
had killed a high-ranking government official
who was really a Fallen pawn. Their parents
hid them in “normal” homes because The
Fallen show no mercy to children of The SON.
At their school, Gwen and David excelled at
anything related to combat and athletics.
Sports came too easy and therefore was of
little interest to either of them. But everything
martial intrigued them. Weapons, fighting,
unarmed combat, battle strategy... It all came
so naturally to them. Coach explained why
when he told them about their heritage as
descendants of Watchers.

“I’VE GOT
TWO 9MM
HANDGUNS
ON ME.
TRY AND
FIND THEM
AND I’LL
BREAK YOUR
F**KING ARM!”
GWEN

GWEN
GWEN
WILLIAMS
WILLIAMS
Somedamnwhere in Tibet, they trained for two
years to undergo the Revealing. It was during
the Revealing that the angel showed them
their mother and how she died at the hands
of a Fallen demon. When she awoke from the
Revealing, Gwen had the ability to hear things
that happened in recent past. This talent
allows her to always know the truth. She’s a
living lie detector.
Most of the SON are good with guns. Gwen
is uncanny. A freak among freaks with the
weapons. She aims with her mind more than
by eyesight. Gwen can hit targets when she
is running- even while driving her motorcycle
at full speed. Before she joined Samuel’s
team, Gwen was a Hunter: SON assassin.
She preferred working alone, living by herself
because she always knew the truth about
others. She hardened her heart even more to
protect it from being broken. Then she met
a soul more tortured than herself. She met
Samuel.

LARUE
LARUE
(30 yrs old) Samuel’s lieutenant. LaRue
was a legend as an amateur boxer.
Undefeated. Never going more than
two rounds in over twenty fights. He
turned down a chance to fight in the
Olympics to turn pro. Won his first two
professional fights by knockout in less
than 30 seconds. Then he disappeared.

“THERE’S BAD ANGELS,
THEN THERE’S
BADASS ANGLES”

LaRue is the only member of Samuel’s
team who is Muslim. LaRue never knew
his father (from whom he inherited the
Nephilim gene). His mother was a nurse
who converted to Islam when LaRue
was an infant- after her church kicked
her out because she was an unwed
mother. Islam’s structure and discipline
served LaRue well.
LaRue was walking home alone from
his second pro fight when he was
approached by a beautiful woman who
introduced herself as Rachel Hayes.
Rachel told LaRue she could make him
world champion. LaRue told her that
he didn’t need her to be champion.
Two men stepped from the shadows
and advised LaRue to rethink the lady’s

offer. LaRue advised the men to kiss his
ass. The next three seconds was the
first fight LaRue had ever lost in his life.
Never had LaRue been hit so hard, so
fast. LaRue was sure they were going to
kill him then and there.
A guy in a long coat came out of
nowhere and dropped both the shadow
men in seconds. Rachel had vanished,
but from distant shadows she told
LaRue’s hero, “Keep that one. There are
more fish in the sea.” The man in the
long coat was Samuel. He helped LaRue
to his feet and took him home. Samuel
told LaRue some craziness about LaRue
being descended from something called
Nephilim. As absurd as it sounded,
LaRue knew it was true.
Boxing would have made LaRue rich,
but LaRue believed Allah had more
planned for him than wealth. Samuel
told LaRue that by joining The SON, he
would become a guardian of the world.
Finally, LaRue found what he had been
searching for- purpose.

RACHEL
RACHEL
125 yrs ago, Rachel was a beautiful
woman. Now, she looks even better.
Rachel looks 27. She can excite any man
with a look. Bring most to orgasm just
by licking her lips. Male or female, if she
catches you looking at her breasts, she
knows she’s got you.
Rachel was born into a very affluent
family-one of the Five Families of The
Fallen. The Five Families is an ancient
sect, centuries old. Five of the sons of
Fallen angels devised their own plan to
rule the world. “Why wait for Semyaza’s
return?” they said. The five agreed to
keep their demon-side secret, and used
every evil they could to become rich and
powerful. Over time their evil influence
spread all over the world. These families
are better known today as The Illuminati.
The patriarchs of the Five Families did not
care about keeping their bloodline pure.
It was more important to them that their
evil be inherited by their offspring. That
inheritance is tested at an early age. Any
child who failed to kill the mortal they
were given was immediately beheaded.
Rachel was five years old the first time
she killed someone. She did it with no
hesitation. Her father was so proud.
Spoiled from the moment she was
conceived, Rachel never wanted for
anything. Nor was she ever disciplined

“TORTURE IS A
VERY STRONG
WORD, MR
POZNER.
WE PREFER
INTERROGATION”.
RACHEL
for any wrongdoing in her life. As is
most of the Five Families, Rachel is
exceptionally smart. Put those traits
together, and the results are frightening:
a brilliant, evil woman who believes she
is entitled to anything she desires, and
has no problems doing anything to fulfill
her slightest whim. Rachel has never
been married, but did have one child,
which was fathered by a demon-as was
she. Such is the way of the Five Families.
Once each generation, a woman of the
Five Families is impregnated by a demon.
Immediately after birth, the infant is put
to test. The child is handed to its father.
If the infant cries at the sight of the
monster, the demon eats the child. If the
child does not cry, it is allowed to live.
Rachel played with her father’s finger.
When Rachel was 20, her father took her
to Hell. Told her to find her way out. It
was another test. A test that 99 out of
100 children of demons, failed. Rachel
was again exceptional. She wasn’t afraid
to show that she was more evil than she
was beautiful. She enjoyed showing
her hideous side-something she could
not do on Earth. She could spread her
leathery wings and claw the eyes out of
some hapless souls. Rachel enjoyed that.
Even though Rachel was half human,
she loathed humans. To her, they were
soft, weak, and screamed at the slightest
touch. To Rachel, humans didn’t deserve

Earth. They definitely didn’t deserve
to be on top of the food chain. “That’ll
change when Semyaza returns, ”she
says with certainty in her voice.
Rachel has seen much during her
lifetime. She has several college
degrees. Speaks several languages.
Has lived all over the world. But
riches, which seemed to pacify the Five
Families, bored Rachel. She wanted
more. That is why she sought out The
Fallen. Freeing Semyaza became her
reason for existence. To Rachel, money
meant comfort, but freeing Semyaza
will mean absolute rule over the world.
Rachel has and will use every bit of
her charm, wit, influence, and evil to
build the army of The Fallen to await
Semyaza’s return. Because Rachel is
so dedicated to the cause, Râmêêl put
her in the position of Director of the
Anti-Terrorism Authority, which gives her
access to hundreds of “agents” who are
actually lower classed members of The
Fallen. Every country has such a Fallen
Army hidden in plain sight. Rachel is so
revered, she heads the one in the US.
Rachel is doing all she can to advance
The Fallen plan of taking control of
man’s governments and technologies
so they can be turned against God and
Heaven when Semyaza is freed

17, is Samuel’s natural daughter. Half
Chinese, LiYun is slim, but powerful with
square shoulders and long dark hair.
Beautiful. LiYun hated that she was forbidden
from playing sports with normal kids her
age. She was faster than any boy, stronger
than most men (except one or two of the
strongest men in the world, and she wasn’t
far from them). LiYun was jealous of athletes
who were pampered and rich and cheered by
millions, because she knew that could easily
be her. But that is not the way of The SON. As
daughter of the leader of a SON team, LiYun’s
life revolved around the unending war with
The Fallen.

LIYUN
LIYUN
GOODWIN
GOODWIN

LiYun hated The Fallen. They were the reason
her life sucked. The only person she hated
more than The Fallen- was her father Samuel.
To LiYun, it seemed Samuel chased everyone
away. He chased away her mother and
forbid them to ever see one another. Yes,
LiYun understood that it was for her mother’s
safety. LiYun listened when Samuel explained
that he knew what she was going through
because he was forbidden from seeing his
own mother who was also normal. But that
just made LiYun angrier. She thought that
was why Samuel should understand how she
felt. But her pleas didn’t matter. At first LiYun
hated going behind Samuel’s back and seeing
her mother. But after awhile, the secret
meetings became a welcome release from
the The SON. The meetings were a secret
shared only between mother and daughter.
Not even LiYun’s adopted sister Helena knew
of the meetings. This was a secret between
blood. LiYun was convinced Helena wouldn’t
understand.

High school was the few hours a day LiYun
spent away from Samuel. Best of all, boys
were there. Which brings up another thing
LiYun hated about Samuel. He chased boys
away with a single look. Thank God for the
hide-away behind the high school gymnasium
or LiYun might not have ever been kissed.

“WE MUST WIN,
OR HEAVEN
AND EARTH
WILL FALL”
LiYun

As much as she was angry with Samuel,
LiYun was exuberant with the weapon she
had become. The swords, the fighting,
the killing were exciting. That may sound
twisted to some people, but those of The
SON knew what she meant even if they
refused to admit it. Being more than
human, fearing no one was terrific for a
girl’s self-esteem.

Râmêêl roamed Heaven before Adam
walked on earth. Like many of the
angels who rebelled, Râmêêl was jealous
of man’s repeated forgiveness. Râmêêl
is one of the original 13 fallen angels who
fled to Earth and like all the fallen angels,
blames man for his fall from grace.
Râmêêl and the other 12 fallen angels
created The Fallen to build an army to
help them search for Dudael and their
imprisoned leader Semyaza. Once they
find the secret prison, Râmêêl and the
others will release a being of anger and
hate that has been buried since before
Eve bit the apple.

‘AMBITION MAKES
REAL MEN,
MEN OF POWER,
MEN OF STRENGTH’.
RAMEEL

RAMEEL
RAMEEL
Râmêêl can assume many different
human physical forms, but his favorite is
that of a creepy old man, thin with small
eyes, horribly wrinkled, pale (almost
gray) with long fingers and a smile too
wide for his head. Râmêêl knows the old
man makes people uncomfortable and
he enjoys that. But the ancient demon
prefers not to have day-to-day interaction
with the hairless apes, so he has others
(like Rachel and her “agents”) handle the
bullshit. Every once and awhile Râmêêl
allows some poor soul to see the demon
he became when God took away his
beauty and replaced it with a twisted
horrible frame, leather like wings, and
scales for skin. Râmêêl blames man for
that also.

It was Râmêêl who fled to earth holding
the length of chain taken from Semyaza’s
bindings. It was Râmêêl who had the
human blacksmith fashion the chain
into 13 Coins. It was Râmêêl who used
one of the coins to deceive Judas and
empower Hitler. Râmêêl hates this world,
and can’t wait to see it go to hell.

HELENA
HELENA
GOODWIN
GOODWIN

20 yrs old, and the only remaining
True-Blood on Samuel’s team. Helena
was 4 when she was adopted by Samuel
just a few days after her first “vision”- a
burst of heat and light. Even at 4 yrs
old, Helena understood it meant- her
house was about to explode. Helena
remembers her mother screaming, “Run
Helena!!” She looked back and saw her
mother firing shot after shot at whoever
was attacking them. Helena was only
a few meters from the house when the
rocket grenade struck. The missile
obliterated the house, killed Helena’s
mother and father, and threw Helena into
the bushes where she lay unconsciousbut out of sight of The Fallen who had
attacked her family.

“YOU MUST
LET THE WARRIOR
IN YOU COME OUT”
HELENA

A couple of days later, Samuel took
Helena into his family. Samuel’s wife
Mae Chen accepted the young girl with
love as did Samuel’s 2 yr old daughter,
LiYun. Helena called Samuel’s wife
“Mom Mae” and everyone was happy.
But it didn’t last long.
Mae Chen was a normal human. The
constant war with The Fallen was more
than she could take. She had to leave.
Samuel refused to allow her to take
the girls with her. He told her he could

protect them, and had to teach them
to fight the monsters because that’s
what they were born to do. Leaving her
daughters drove Mae Chen insane.
Helena was eight when Mom Mae left.
She was devastated, but handled it
better than LiYun. The girls missed their
mother and cried themselves to sleep
for months. When sleep wouldn’t come,
Helena worked out in secret (so she
thought, but Samuel knew) with a sword
far to heavy for her. Before bed she did
30min of push-ups, 30min of sit-ups
and and 30min of pull-ups non-stop
without a break in between. The Fallen
had taken both Helena’s mothers away
from her. Helena vowed that when she
got the chance, she would pull the eyes
from the thirteen demons with her bare
hands.
Before the Revealing, Helena had no
control over the visions. The flashes of
future came without warning, and she
often could not decipher them. For two
years she trained to push pain aside to
prepare for the Revealing. She survived
and is now a “Seer”, able sometimes
predict The Fallen plans. If the Fallen
ever found out about her, they’d unleash
Hell to kill her.

SENATOR
SENATOR
GRAHAM
GRAHAM
Early 50’s, thinks he’s 30, wishes he
was 20. Worst public servant ever
to hold office, but knows how to get
elected (make the opponent look much
worse than you, promise everything, and
blame everyone else when you don’t
deliver). Graham is in politics because he
doesn’t want to work for a living. Most
underhanded, backstabbing, dirty, lying,
cheating, stealing politician that ever
lived- and those are his good qualities.
A handsome man and well dressed,
Graham won his first election because he
looked the part. He has a charming smile
and looks you in the eye with a heartfelt
smile as he lies to you. People love that
motherfucker.
Graham is married to a woman who
knows her role – smile in pictures with
Graham, have two kids, collect a big
monthly check and keep her mouth shut.
She knows Graham prefers sex with
black hookers. They know how to keep
secrets. Particularly one Dominique“Neek” for short. Publicly, Graham
is a racist- gets more votes that way.
Graham once pretended to slip and call
one of the Black Congressmen, “nigger.”
He smiled his way through a fake
apology, while donations to his
re-election campaign quadrupled.
Graham knows that prostitutes don’t
mind him being 30 pounds over-weight
and out of shape. He told an aide,
“Tax payers don’t pay me to exercise.”
Apparently, they pay him to argue the
cause of whoever gives him the most
money. His vote is always for sale, and
he doesn’t try to hide it. Graham doesn’t
spend money wisely, but he steals it
exceptionally- Legally. Graham knows
that political power brings financial
windfall. His greed makes him the
perfect pawn for The Fallen.
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